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BULGARIANS ARE ENRAGED
QUERED TERRITORY,
PLAYING WITH

FAR BEYOND THE BAR

AND

AT

GREEKS ARE
TO

TRIPLE-ALLIANC- E

the Rosecrans' crew who leaped from
the rigging to be picked up, but died
in the boat.
The gale which drove the tanker
to her fate, still howled over the bar
early today. There seemed little
chance that the life savers could
make their way ashore before it fell.
Bodies from the wreck, including that
of Captain Johnson, who followed his
ship to the end through her disasbeen washed
trous career, have
ashore at various points. Only that
oT the master has been identified.
The wreck lies a half mile off North
Head and is under water with the exception of the main mast to which
the two survivors on the lightship owe
their lives.
TOO ILL TO TALK.
Peters, who survived the battering
of six miles of breaking seas to be
Hung ashore at last, is sufflering with
a broken shoulder and many cuts and
bruises, but will live, lie has been unable as yet to tell of his experience
or of the last moments aboard the
srtieken ship.
The Fort Canby life saving crew
was taken back to the station today
for lunch after drifting most of the
night in a disabled boat. One man
was seriously injured in the battle
with the waves yesterday and the
others worn out by their hours of exposure and effort.
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DEPRIVE THEM OF SPOILS

in

order

to

'

concentrate their entire

army at the Tchatalja lines, is considered a gratuitous effort.
GREEKS ARE INCENSED.
London, Jan. 8. interest in the
Balkan situation lias now shifted to
Constantinople, from which capital it
is expected that the form which the
action of the European powers have
decided to take will be divulged,
great
The Creeks are displaying
part
dissatisfaction at the leading
by Ger- taken by Italy, supported
in
the
many and Austria-Hungarplans to deprive them of the islands
Mity-lenof Imbros, Leninos, Tenedos,
Chios, Cos, and Rhodes, for rea-sons which they declare to he desti-- j
tute of any sense of justice. The standpoint.

as soon as Mr. Renehan gives them
out.
MR. PRINCE TALKS.
L. R Prince shed some
situation
new light on the railway
Washington, D. C, Jan. S.Con-when he told why the recent order
Kress was asked to appropriate $250,-barring passengers from trains three
and four were put into effect. It seems
national
the
000 for continuing the Investigation
been
accomplished
by
MONEY REFORMS
that the whole state of New Mexico ITAFT WOULD
said Prof, of the committee on economy and ef-- j
monetary commission,"
Ik to suffer because a theatrical troup
SUGGESTED BY
Laughlin, "and I believe that in any ficiency into the executive
!
depart-boarded the Limited :it
of twenty-twHAVE BACHELOR
which may be passed, 90
legislation
'1
MR. MURRAY per cent of the features of the com-- I ments, in a special message today by
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president
Washington,'
incorporated."
WILL
FEANS
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S.
President
Jan.
discomfort of (lie regular passengers,
Washington,
"there is no greater service that can PROMINENT
nal statutes to prevent bank officers
and later when the dining can- was Taft in a special message to congress
for
that
than
be rendered to the country
LEAVE NO STONE UNTURNED TO
accepting personal compensation
opened they made a rush for it and
the repeal of
of continuance of the work of the
recommended
loans from their banks, regulation of GREAT BATTLE
there while the today
possession
TO held
j
R.
of
F.
organ-form
R.
some
T.
&
GET
c
S.
until
ommission
A.,
loans by banks to their own officers
which prohibited
AHEAD
of
act
the
congress
went
hungry
through passengers
Ization is provided for continuously
seals
and directors, and a stricter method
it appears that a Boston lawyer, for live years the killing of fur more
GIVE CAPITAL A SQUARE DEAL
PINCHOT doing
this kind of work under the
of national bank examination were
who happened to be on the train, drew on the Pribilof Islands, passed
endorsexecutive.
among the monetary reforms
than a year ago. Investigation, the
up a petition in triplicate, complainThe president expresses the opined today by Comptroller of the CurWashington, D. (.'., Jau. 8. "One
coldest weather in 30. ing about the conduct of the trcup president said, showed a remarkable
the
Braving
rency Lawrence u. Murray before the of the great battles in the fight for ion that the technique and procedure He 'increase in the size of the herd in
wher and the inconvenience caused
conservation is just ahead," declared of every branch and office of the gov- years, prominent Santa Feans
one season and proved conclusively
house money trust committee.
102
all
the
it
passenhud
by
signed
Mr. Murray testified that the ac- Gifford Pinchot, in an address at the eminent should be submitted to the desire to see their ancient city march
that only the female seals and the
on
the
train.
gers
"bull" seals need protection and that
sent
was
ceptance of 'personal compensation' annual meeting here today of the painstaking examination as that given along with others in .the '.Twentieth
this
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It
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association.
He
from
those
American
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roar!
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reports
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Fe
certain
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Santa
ing)
of
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by
to the high officials
Century, enjoy
a growing evil that called for imper- attacked a movement, which he said, made. To do this, however, Presi-- i commodations befitting the capital of: road and was the direct cause of the killed each year without reducing the
herd.
ative action. He recommended legis- was on foot to wipe out the old divid-- . dent Taft says that ample funds must 'an
into effect.
empire, flocked to the chamber tf order going
lation to prevent bank stockholders ing line between state and national be provided find ho asks that con-- !
of the chamber of comThe
attitude
to discuss the,
merce was not one of hostility tc the READY TO RAISE
transferring their stock to irrespon- faction in conserving uatural resour--' press make the $250,000 appropriation commerce last night
It was Ihe
A. T. & S. F. railroad.
sible persons when an institution was ces and turn the natural forests over by March i, for the incoming presi-- ! A. T. & S. F. railway "embroglio."
'
to the states.
HUGE SUM FOR
dent.
of the members
on the verge of failure.
It was evident that the merchants undivided opinion
"Behind
the stalking horse of
The report of this commission con- and
Mr. Murray declared the banking
men of Santa Tel present last night that a committee
DYNAMITERS
professional
be appointed to go into the matter
law "inadequate and defective" and state's rights," said Mr. Pinchot, tains a description of 110 subjects, have
are
realized
a;
facing
they
finally
The
with the railroad with a cooperative
that the present system of national "there is preparing a most danger- (the result of 21 months of work.
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 8. Repwas "superficial ous attack on the whole policy of changes recommended by the com-- i 'veritable crisis and one filled with1 spirit, but that the committee would
bank examination
h
the building trades
g t, stand firm for what is believed to bo resentatives of
conservation. It is an attack in which r.iission carry definite estimates of a peril! When they talked last
and Ineffective."
council of California are prepared to
President Taft's refusal to permit men of high principle are fighting yearly saving of several millions of their voices Indicated as much. Ee- - Santa Fe's rights in the matter.
This committee will take the matter file bonds in the sum of $240,000 for
Mr. Murray to make special investiga- side by side with men whose princi- dollars.
fore they left the hall for their homes,
up
by letter first with the Santa Fo the release of Olaf T. Tveitmoe, sections of national banks for the com- ples live in their pockets, and for
of
a
committee
they had appointed
officials and if the desired results can- retary, and Eugene A. Clancy, of the
mittee was taken up and counsel for that reason it is doubly to be feared.
IS A FAILURE.
B.
MARKET
three, consisting of President A.
not be brought about in this manner Structural Iron Workers union, the
the committee put into the record an - "From the beginning, it was upon
Renehan and two other
the chamber empowered the commit- two San Franciscoans recently conto hold the forest service that the burden of
amended request proposing
8.
Decatur, 111., Jan.
Mayor Dineen citizens he shall select, to confer with tee
P. H. Mc.
personally to visit the official at victed in Indianapolis.
which
the
the
conservation
information
confidenital ,
policy today declared that the Decatur pub-- I the Santa Fe railway officials,
defending
the;
is
Carthy, president of the council
comptroller thought it unwise to pub- chiefly lay' said Mr. Pinchot in con- lie market, established 15 months state corporation commission, or any-- ! its expense.
II. H. Cartwright, Nathan Salmon, awaiting only the acceptance of the
clusion.
"It is on the firing line ago in an effort to reduce the high
lish.
corresor
audience
!bcdy, by personal
Cel. George Prichard and
the United States disnow. Its defeat would mean the de- cost of
LANE SUCCEEDS PROUTY.
living has proved a failure and pondence, to see that Santa Fe gets a Prince were all heard on the railroad bondsmen by
in this city which he ex- court
8.
Comof
whole
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trict
the
D.
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policy
Farm-C,
Washington,
probably will be abandoned.
square deal In the matter of railway! cuest'on at last night's session and
pected today.
missioner Franklin K. Lane, of Cali- tion."
ers and hucksters are credited with transportation.
every phrase of the situation was
The
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concluded
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the
fornia, was elected today by
The names of the men selected by:
'charging "store" prices for their pro
terstate commerce commission to sion with the election of officers.
Mr. Renehan will be announced just
ducts in the public market.
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Pacific railways stopped turnsuch supplementary currency uncanand Col. George V. i'riohanl were ap- Central
$200,000 imposed ou captains of opium
five minutes shortly after noon
for
ing
celled after a certain date.
Norfolk, Va., Jan. S; A. belligerent unique uses being made of the new pointed by the chair to tak up the today while a high school girl unsmuggling steamships, are still on
MR. SHAW TALKS.
the government's books, pending a billy goat's lack of respect for the parcels post system, four bachelors mutter wiih the New Mexico repre- veiled a bronze tablet at Front and
More expert advice on how to
h.ok'm; l: K
decision of the United States circuit uniform, it was said today, was the near here claim to have established sentatives at Washington
The tablet
streets, Sacramento.
(lie f j; jpletion of this ro-the monetary system of the court on the validity of a federal stat-- j cause for an order of Rear Admiral Ihe record.
fiftieth annivercommemorates
the
,
a
read
Seen
Harris
prelimii ary
United States to provide an elastic ute a century old. This came out to-- : U. M. Doyle, banishing all of the sail-From Lake Arthur, 30 miles below
sary of the beginning of construction
currency, and strong centralized re- day in connection with the seizure ors' pets aiid mascots from battle- here, conies word that the four are re i) "i " t ot the work of the bureau of work on the Central Pacific system,
serve was heard today by the Glass last night on the Pacific Mail liner ships, cruisers and receiving ships at new bavins dinner, their only warm information for (he year just closed the first
railway, and
Admiral Doyle is sup-- j meal, cooked in town and forwarded showing what had been accomplished is erected on the spot where Governcommittee of the house.
China of opium valued at $9,450. Un-- j tills station.
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the
last
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year.
report
a
to
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to
Sam
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been
uniform
'via
have
The witness was Leslie M. Shaw, der the
i'ncle
the
point
posed
or Leland Stanford turned up the first
statute, Captain Roger
be issued to the members later.
the goat, a mascot on board ihe adjoining ranches eight miles ont.
former secretary of the treasury. As
shovel full of earth just fifty years
is liable for the amount of the whrii
COLLECTION.
MINERAL
!
NEW SKIN GRAFTING.
New Hampshire butted it so vigorous-a remedy for existing conditions, Mr. seizure.
ago today.
mineral
the
The
of
S
proper housing
The skin
St. Louis, Mo., .Ian.
Shaw said that authorization of
ly that it toppled over on the deck.
r
The largest fine ever imposed
occupied
The goat is now an exile and with from the stomachs of eight purples collection which formally
banks to issue a new currency, to
the law making opium contraband
legs of Ralph one room in the east end of the old
guarantee to the government to the and placing it tinder the provisions him went a long train of cats, dogs, has been grafted on the
executive committee for
old
a
seven
bears
and
animals.
other
Kerls,
year
hoy of this Palace building, was brought up by ing of the
parrots,
extent of 25 per cent of their capi- of the old statute, was $20,000
at which time the matnext,
Governor
against
This
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!,
Prince.
Friday,
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was
burned
December
8.
who
N.
formal
The
M.,
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Roswell,
city
tal stock, not including surplus, In vapmm elevens oi uie
Nippon ity of the written consent of a special when his clothing caught fire. The governor claimed, is one of the most ter of desk room for the Merchants'
times of emergency. To force con- Maru. The only payment ever made
will be taken up with the
guardian had to ue resorted to yes- greater part of the injured area is important in the west and one for association
sternation after the emergency
was
be Museum authorities.
by the captain of the Mon- terday before county officials would now covered, but live more dogs will which sifilable quarters should
' ed to exist he suggested that a tax golia,$100,
who was in a hurry to get to license Hendrick
ANOTHER CRISIS.
f'rund. On motion the chair appointed
Armstrong, 19, to be sacrificed to provide the skin.
of five per cent be imposed upon all sea.
A copy of an appeal from the Hisof three, 11. B.
a committee
SUICIDE'S ALARM CLOCK.
wed Mrs. Martha Armstrong, his stepsuch supplementary currency until
The
Col.
W. Prichard and H. S." torical society was circulated.
I.os Angeles, Jan. 8. With his head
mother, 22 years old. The husband
'
, after a certain date.
INAUGURATION PLANS DISCUSSED months, after a second marriage, last- encased in an air tight box, which Kaune, to cooperate wiih the histori- appea points out that the society is
- i Washington, D. C, Jan. 8. Profes-..- .
facing a financial crisis owing to the
bore the inscription
"patent applied cal society.
ing less than a year.
sor L. Laurence Laughlin of Chicago
failure of the last legislature to proa
from
read
Harris
letter
a
Secretary
which
8.
and
into
was
is
the
son
The
of
Jan.
Washington,
Dr, lor,"
large quantity
bridegroom
Congress
told the committee that the Ameri- called upon today to meet
the the Merchants' association of Santa vide funds and if the rooms are to
the plans William Palmer Armstrong,
former- of gas was released through
can reserve system actually tended for. the inauguration
of President ly a prominent sporting writer for a agency of an alarm clock device, O. Fe, asking that the association be be kept open and the valuable collecto breed panics.
Wilson by passing a bill drawn and Chicago paper, whose mother, Mrs. D. Comber lay on the floor of his home granted desk room for their secretary tion properly arranged, the society
The chief defect in the banking presented by the local committee hav- Mary Stewart Armstrong, was former- here' .and was asphyxiated.
His fun- in the chamber's office. This permis- must get funds by increased member
system, he said, lay in the lack of ing the ceremonial in charge. The ly editor of the "Elite" at Chicago eral was held today. The alarm clock sion was granted to the Merchants' ship or private donations. The appeal
for over
organization of credits in times of 'measure - provides,
among other and identified with prominent com- served a dual purpose. It not only association, subject to the approval states that these collections
released the gas, but attracted neigh- of the board of regents of the Mu- twenty years have been the leading
panic and the organization of credit things, for a congressional grant of mittees on world's fair management.
attraction in bringing tourists to New
the pension bureau bureau for the inby discounting firms.
SOLVE MA'l RIMONY PROBLEM. bors. They arrived too late, however, seum.
Mexico.
meeta
Renehan
called
"I have great respect for what has auguration ball.
President
to
save
Comber.
8.
Of all the
Roswell, N. M., Jan.
y
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AN APPEAL WILL
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BE MADE TO

MORE LIGHT ON
A "SHIPPING

OFFICIALS

TRUST"

OFF

Washington, Jan. is. Further testishipping
mony about the
trust between the United States and
South America was given today in
the House Merchant Marine committee. William Lowery, South American
Mail,
agent for the Pan American
out-o- f
which, it is claimed, was driven
testified
the
"trust",
business by
how large shippers declined to use
the new line for fear of losing their
rebates from the European lines. He
from
suggested a statute excluding
American ports, European ships givthe
ing such rebates as ;i remedy for
situation.
"We have built, the Panama canal
for the benefit of British ship owners
unless this government aids an Am
erican marine," said he. "The idea
that the ocean is free, is about as big
a fallacy as exists in America," testified William If. DoughiBS, a large
New York exporter to South America
and Europe. The steamshiip lines
German and British, were in combination, having the ocean under stricter
control than any combination ever had
adany trade between the states, he
to.
ded, and his firm was supposed
line.
Houston
to
the
business
its
give
The men who sit in London controlling these lines can throw contracts
for goods to any country they please
simply by raising or lowering rates,
Mr. Douglass testified.
and Australian
He said African
trade was arranged on the same basis
as South America trade. He was interested in the United States and Australian Steamship company, but did
not ship his goods by that line. BusT-- l
ness was divided among various lines
by a gentleman's agreement." There
were no rebates in the Australian
trade, he said.
Traders to China, Japan and other
eastern nations, said Mr. Douglass,
practically
had agreements
giving
uniform rates.
"Is there any competition in the
India or Asiatic trade or South African trade?" was asked.
"No, not that 1 know of." he said,
adding that some lines occasionally
made special rates for big shipments
of certain kinds.
"Don't they make special rates to
the 'harvester combine, and the 'steel
trust'"? asked Representative Hum
phrey.
"Yes, I think so, and to the StandMr.
answered
ard Oil company,"
Douglass.
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MOTHERS AGAIN AFTER SMOOT.
New York, Jan. 8. The executive
of
board of the National Congress
to ask the
Mothers today decided
United States Senate to reopen the
investigation of the right, of Senator
Smoot, of Utah, to his seat in that
"

Cart-wrigh- t,

.

AT ROLE ITALY

Greeks still hope that their arguments will prevail.
The Servian government today decided to withdraw from the Adrian
sea.
fins action is regarueu in an
di-quarter.? as a notable step in the I
rection 'of peace.
!SIR EDWARD GREY'S PROPOSAL.
Jan. S. Sir
Constantinople,
Grey, the British foreign minis- ler, haB submitted to the powers it
presenting Adrianople to
proposal
according to a statement
Turkey,
The retention of the
made today.
icily will be subject to the dismantling
and sundry
of the fortifications
restrictions. It is understood
that tile proposal stands good chance
oi. acceptance.
The state of mind both of the Turkish army and the Turkish public pre-- I
eludes any weakness on the part of
the Ottoman government in regard
to this question.
It has been suggested that a naval
demonstration by the powers would
find the Turkish government and peo-- I
pie united in the firm determination
whatever
to Adrianople,
to cling
might be the cost.
Officials here are convinced
(hat
Turkey would have arrived at a satisBalkan
factory understanding with the
powallies if some of the European
ers had not stiffened their backs. They
claim that the Dulgariau
emissary
who visited Constantinople in December practically agreed to the Turkish

Intense irritation
London. Jan.
lias been caused among the Bulgarian
by a report that
peace delegates
Creek troops have been landed in the
'vicinity of the port of Kavala on the
Aegean sea, and that a force of (ireek
soldiers has been sent northward to
Drama.
Dr. S. Dane IT, the chief Bulgarian
envoy, made prompt representations
to Premier Vonizeles, of Greece on
the subject.
The Bulgarians point, out that the
Greeks have not the slightest right
'
to interfere in that district, which
was conquered solely by the Bulgar-- I
ians and that to send troops there,
after the Bulgarians had withdrawn
8.--

Astoria,
company of HO
tanker Rose-tranFrancisco in the
only three survive the loss of
the vessel yesterday on the rocKs oi
Peacock Split.
Fred Peters, a quartermaster, is
the only man ashore. He was washed
up on the beach last night, six miles
irotn the wreck, more dead than
alive, His name is the only thing
rescuers were able to get from him
before he relaspsed Into unconsciousness.
names, unTwo more survivors,
the lightship
known, are aboard
which rides far out beyond the Columbia river bar. They were taken
from the rigging of the lost ship by
Ihe life saving crew from Point
for many
Adams who dared death
hours to make the rescue. Unable to
make their way ashore, the life savers worked their disabled boat out to
the light ship, where rescued and rescuers were safe when the last wireless message was received from the
tug which put to sea last night to aid
them. The lightship has no wireless
equipment and no further message
come from the tug Oneonta.
A FLOATING COFFIN.
Astern of the lightship the disabled lifeboat rode at midnight, a
floating coffin for a fourth member of

INCENSED

PROPOSAL ABOUT ADRIANQPLE

COFFIN FOR ONE UNFORTUNATE
Of the ship's
who sailed from San

INVADING THEIR OWN CON

'SIR EDWARD GREY SUBMITS

LIFE BOAT IS NOW A FLOATING

Ore., Jau. K

FOR

GREEKS

(.

body.

PARCELS
j

POST SUCCESS

IN DENVER.
8. Parcels
Jan.
Colo.,
Denver,
handled by the Denver poetofBce in
the first week under the new parcels
post, reached a total of 17,980. Incoming parcels numbered, 5767; outgoing, 11.SG7, and local 340.
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8, 1913.

"Miners' Consumption '.
SCOTT'S EMULSION
strengthens weak lungs
and enriches the blood to
purify them. It overcomes

coughs and colds and

NOW IN

AND AGENTS
that the
The weather man says
often
weather yesterday showed u() degrees
bronchitis
and pneumonia.
below the normal for the past forty
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
years, for the average tempers
Miners need Scott's Emulsion.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
was two degrees below zero, with the
TAXED
LUXURIES
Scott
zero.
o
12.2
below
Bowne, Bloomficld. N. J.
figure
Those who felt no heat coming from
NOT NECESSITIES
stove, radiator, and open fireplace this
morning were convinced that yesMR. STAAB
terday's record had been smashed,
It is
Washington, D. C, Jan.
but the official thermometer registered
LAID TO
!
pun-OUR AXES, HATCHETS, SAWS AND CUTLERY WILL SAV3 YCVrt
cnly li degrees below zero this morning going to be very diUcult for the
at the usual hour for observation, lie to find out what interests are urg
ah the simplicity of ceremony TEMPER, BECAUSE THEY ARE WELL TEMPERED AND WILL HC'.D
to spure their
which is 6 o'clock. At 6:50 a. m. the ing the committee
THEIR SHARPNESS.
'mercury went one and a third degrees schedules when drawing the down-- which he himself had asked, the
The average relative humidity Ward revision tariff bills to be acted eral of A. Staab, millionaire retired
OUR PRICES TOO ARE TEMPERATE, BECAUSE WE KNOW TH.
merchant
southand pioneer of the
:iq 74 ner cent and the average depth nnnn hv Hip snecml session congress
A full list of witnesses west, tLi.k place at 2:30 o'clock this; GIVING YOU A SQUARE DEAL WILL PAY US.
of snow on the ground was 1.8 Inches. next Kpring.
from the Staab residence on
WARM WAVE COMING.
illuj been prepared, but after the com- alternocu
WHEN HUNTING FOR HARDWARE COME TO US.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
The forecast is fair weather with tniticto'n iirttmi flip list WaS kept J'alace avenue.
ue.
news
uy
aim
"
win
uvutjuwre,
,.rB)
rising temperature, mis
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds Of flowers, farden & field Seeds in bulk and OaCkaieS hailed with delight by those who had
f Hla ahnr, limP which the Prominent in Santa Fe, Las Vegas ana
B4n
WOOD -Albtumt-rqucirsocial
business
and
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tremendous commercial value Is tinnhave
ed on whut his investigations
led him to believe is its history.
"Before the discovery of the prototype," lie said, "It was the scientific
theory that the phint from which
wheat had its beginnings had become
extinct centuries ago. Jt was Htippus-ed to have been an uiiconppiouous
weed which prehistoric man gradually
had developed into its present high
could
elficiency as a food producer.
AARON AARONSOHN SAYS THAT THE not agree with this theory because I
could not conceive how our unciviliW!LD SPECIE WILL
RECLAIM THE
zed ancestors should have had the
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IS. Dartolo
No.

AY the NEW YEAR

come to vou well
ladened with all the good
things to be had; and as
for sorrow and disappointments, may they be strange
to you.
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Price 25c, 50c, and $1.00 at All Dealers.
Send for Sluun's Tree Book ou Horses. AiMr;s
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Aaron-jsohn-
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This
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further interest in New Mexico1
Colonel 1. C. Collier, president

of the San Diego exposition anil al- ready an Investor in New Mexico real
estate, is evidenced, perhaps by the
W.
Jefferson
of
admission today
Davis as a member of (he New Mexico B
bar. Mr. Davis was admitted ou motion of Attorney W. J. Lucas.
Mr. Davis was foi merly secretary
end now is assistant to President
Collier and has also been special ex-

j

wish to say your Liniment is the best
'Imedicine
in the world. It has cured me of

Pet.
Pet.
Pet.
Pet.
house.
Pet.
Pet.
Pet.
Pet.
House.
Pet.
Pet.
house.

"
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A

forced upon nie Hie conclusion
of wheat must lie
a plant not only conspicuous In its
appearance, but of a utility so obvious
THIS WHEAT GROWS
that even uborigins could not have
overlooked it. This was what led to
IN ROCKY SOIL
the discovery.
".My idea of the history of the plant
is that thepe ancestors of ours, being
(From the Chicago Tribune).
carried the seeds of wheat
The alluring prospect that some day noinands,
about with them, sowing in the spring
not.
the
and that
arid
long distant
one spot, going 011. and coming
the sun it;
highlands of New .Mexico,
in the fall to harvest.
The
back
parched plains of Texas, and otii r
practically without cul
vast ureas of
desert land.i plant growsFrom
do-- '
tltis In ginning
tivation.
In the west may be converted into
the
highly degenerate;
'richly productive wheat lields was U'lopedwhich present
is the foundation of all.
. plant
held forth yesterday by Aaron
in
our civilization.
My
lie delivered an address at a, raiestine have had theexplorations
effect of crii-luncheon given in his honor by Julius;
tinning this theory. I find the plant
Rosenwald at the lilackstoiie hotel.
in its native
state every-- ;
growing
.Mr. Aaronsohn is the discoverer of;
where the desert nomads were wont
"wild" wheat. As head of the Jewish to travel.
in
station
agricultural experiment
"There is a corrolhivy in litis pro-Haifa, Palestine, he is conducting a, position that is intensely interesting
,
not
work which is
only of value prac-- to historians.
H
has long been the!
ticully but regarded by scientists as belief that the human race had
of immense importance
biologically. origin cither in the valley of the Kitand historically.
phrates or along the fntiie reaches:
The discovery that American do of the Xile. Hut if we look for the
mesticated wheat had an existing sl,ot where man originated we nuts!
ancestor was announced ai80 iGOk for the place where wheat
W. JEFFERSON DAVIS.
"wildf
through scientific journals some time
m.lin iu,, of llis tiill of fare-- It had !,m tB natural habitat. This hal ita; position commissioner,
touring varago and created a sensation.
been supposed the prototype of the iw not in Kgypt or along the Kuphratei ious states of tlie union. Of all the
he finds San Diego,
cereal had long since been extermina-nn- t
in Palestine and
.Mesapotamiu. cities lie has seen
ted in tlie course or natural selection. Apparently the human race had its harbor of the sun, and Santa Fe, city
The most interesting part of Mr.
there and from there man 't of tlie open gate, tlie most attractive.
Mr. Davis is an energetic
Aaronsohn's talk had to do with tx-young
ations started.
'
.
.
democrat, being president of the Colperiments that have been made in
Palestine with this "wild'" ancestor. DETROIT GIRL WOULD
lege Men's Democratic league which
In this connection, Mr.
Aaronsohn
DIVORCE AIRMAN BEACHEY. numbers many thousand
members,
ventured the prediction that species
and is a graduate of the University of
be
can
be
grown
may
developed which
Jan. S. Lincoln Virginia, tlie Georgetown Law school
San Francisco,
Profitably In places w here no vegeta Beachey, aviator of international rep- and the George Washington Univertion exists at. tin now.
utation, was sued for divorce by his sity, in the law and diplomacy
In the experiments at Haifa eight- - wife, Airs. May Beachey.
schools.
een verities of wild wheat have
The complaint was placed on the
ready been developed. These are
secret Hies and charge the birdniau
HOW'S THIS?
to varying soil conditions and with- - cruelty extending over many
We Offer One Hundred Dollars Reclimates.
he hopes, a years.
:I.)ein
were
Eventually,
married
They
ward for any Case of Catarrh That
plant may be evolved which, possess- - tioit, November, llmtl.
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
i
domestica-of
all
the
food
values
will
friends say
jing
he
Jieaehey's
Cure.
ted wheat, may still preserve the an-- ! make no contest as nothing is said
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
about alimony.
Arrangements have .
jcestor's hardihood.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
"I found my first wild wheat plant," probably been made out of court.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
'said Mr. Aaronsohn,
"growing in a!
believe him perfectly honorable in all
'crevice of a rock in a vineyard in1
MAKES $50,000 A YEAR.
New York, Jan. 8. A sum equal to business transactions ann nnanciaiiy
Palestine.
It was in four inches of
soil. Later, I discovered that it was the salary recently paid the president !au'e t0 carr-- om n omtgations maae
nrmol the United States, or to that which
indigenous to all of the
j"' nls
regions from the water's edge to the! the highest salaried heads of corpora- NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
borders of the mountain snow fields, tions receive, is said to have been won
Martin Mager as county clerk of; Halls Catarrh Cure is taken interIt grows naturally la a rocky or alka-Joline soil. It is immune to practically Queens during the past year.
jnally, acting directly upon the blood
It is estimated that 33,189 papers land mucous surfaces of the system,
all of the diseases of domesticated
wheat, particularly rust and other fun- - were filed with the clerk at an aver- - Testimonials sent freo Price 75 cents
age fee of $2, malting a total of about per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
gus diseases."
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-plan- t
Mr. Aaronsohn's
belief that
the $70,000, of which $.10,000 was the ap-can be developed until it has a pioximate profit.
ipation.
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that the prototype

neuralgia ; those pains have rill gone and I
can truly say your Liniment did cure me."
Pain All Cone
Mr. J. R. Swinger, of 5.17 So. 12th St.,
suffered with
Louisville, Ky., writes:
quite a severe neuralgic headache for four
I used your
months without any relief.
Liniment for two or three nights and I
haven't suffered with mv head since. I have
found many quick reliefs from pain by tlie
use of Sloan's Liniment and believe it to be
I
the best Liniment on the market
can recommend it for what it did for me."

ELECTION

AREAS OF

MEXICO WOULD

is also good for rheumatism, sore throat, chest pains and sprains.
Pains All Cone
Mrs. C, M. Dowkek, of Johannesburg. Mich.,
:

Z.
1

ARID

W. J. DAWS TO

BLOOM

!

Mrs. Rrnoi.ru Niscke, Oconto, Wis., writes: " I have used Sloan's
Liniment for tootiiac lie and neuralgia in the head where nothing else would
help me and I would not be without the Liniment in the hoyse."

writes

TO

FREELY WITH

Sloan's Liniment gives instant relief from neuralgia or
sciatica. It goes straight to the painful part soothes the
nerves and slops the pain. Don't rub it penetrates.
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New Mexico, is hereby called to be
WE'VE RESOLVED TO DO
Xo. 19. Company store.
held at the several precincts of said
No. 20. School House.
better things in attending to
by the said'
county as established
No. 21. School House.
board on the 13th day of January,
the shoe requirements of our patrons than we've ever
No. 22. District No. 15 School
litis, for the purpose of voting for a
done before and that's certainly saying something!
Justice of the Peace and Constable.
23.
School
House.
No.
held
in
to
be
conformity
Said election
No. 24. Guadalupe Montoya 's
v, itb
the laws of the State of
t
the polls In the various precincts shall be open from 9 o'clock a. There being no further business the
Board adjourned.
jii. to 6 p. m.
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO.
are hereby
The following persons
Chairman
appeinted judges of election, and the Attest:
M. A. ORTIZ, Clerk.
following places for holding the elec
tion are hereby designated:
Pet. No. 1. Encarnazion Salazar
HOTEL ARRIUALS.
y Valdez,
Antonio Romero
Emilinno Roybal.
PALACE.
Pet. No. 2. Juan de Dios Domin-- j
Chas. B. Barker and family, City.
guez, Santiago Martin, Timoteo Griego.:
Pet. No. 3. Scferino Alarid, Manuel
L. B. Randall, Las Cruees.
Faea y Campos, Luis Lujan.
II. C. Maynard, Roswell.
Pet. No. 4. Manuel Ortiz y Mar-- i
E. ,1). Upton, Silver City.
tinez, Jose Doniinguez, Manuel Ortiz! B. B. McAtee, Durango.
y Rodriguez.
R. E. Dillon, Las Vegas.
Pet. No. u. Fabian Lopez, Cande- Bill Brogan, City.
IT
larle Romero, Nestor Gallegos.
Noa Ilfcld, Albuquerque.
6.
Tomas
No.
Narvaez,
Pt.
Erineoj H. C. Ilfeld, Las Vegas.
Mares, J. A.' Carrlllo.
Mrs. Bernard Ilfeld,
ret. No. 7. Cesario Martines, Ra-- j Mrs. Alfred Grunsfeld,Albuquerque.
Albuquer- fnil nrnnltn. Manuel Lucero.
- Pet. No. 8.
Juan Nl Sandoval,
Ivan Grunsfeld, Albuquerque.
muk) Chavez, Juan J. Silva.
Dr. Mendel Sllber, Albuquerque.
:
Pet. No. 9. Teodoro Garcia, Reyes
E. J. Williams, New York.
Gonzales.
Fannin
Roybal,
Pet. No. 10. Atilano Sancluz, Ralph!
WILL WE HUMAN PEOPLE, LIKE THE CRAB, EVER BE ABLE TO REPRO.
MONTEZUMA.
Kineell, E. A. Olmstead.
Pedro
Pet. No. 11. Juan Martinez,
DUCE ON OUR OWN BODIES ENTIRE NEW LIMBS ?
A. C. McElwain, St. Louis.
Martinez, J. D. Hart.
J. W. Newins, Denver.
Denver & Rio Grande
"PERHAPS SO," ANSWERS DR. JOHN B. ROBERTS, DISTINGUISHED AMERICAN SURGEON.
published
12. Margarito Chavez,;
Pet. No.
G. S. Whitford, Denver.
below from Stations in
M.
Hulogio Sandoval, Euseblo Gonzales,
Mexico
shown
it
otff
Walter
If thy limb offend thee, pluck
Danburg, Farmington.
Pet. No. 13. R. N. Clokey, Ceferino;
and grow a new one!
Walter A. Piers, Denver.
and
to
for
1
Lucero, Gumeeindo Garcia.
0. J. Hardin, Kansas City.
This new gospel of surgery has
Pet. No. 14. Nicacio Ortega, Juan
occasion:
above
T.
S.
text
a
for
the
made
been
Chicago.
startling
Pendergrass,
i
Naranjo, Eulogio Martinez.
J. B. Byrne, St. Louis.
discussion of the subject of the prob- Pet. No. 15. Moises Pena, Ramon
J. R. Galusha, Albuquerque.
ability of science enabling man to re- Qnintana, Jose Hilario Mestas.
FARE
FROM
FROM
Cerrillos.
Rafael
FARE;
store lost legs and arms by no less
Granlto,
Pet. No. 16. Eplfanio Atencio, PeRob-- !
B.
M. WatBon, Pueblo.
J.
than
Dr.
John
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authority
die Vales, Juan Ant. Valdes.
Aztec
$21.35 Lumberton . . $15.00
1. Glick, New York.
erts, one of the most distinguished of
Pet. No. 17. Jose Ma. Garcia', AsRobert Kerns, Albuquerque,
the famous men connected with the
eneion Silva, Eustaquio Padilla.
i
14.25 Monero . . .
15.20
F. E. Clarke, Albuquerque.
Chama . . .
Jefferson Medical College of Philadel-- j
Pet. No. 18. Santa Herrera, Dona-E.
W.
Dobson,
Albuquerque.
C.
O.
phia.
ciano Grrcia,
Harrison.
Jno. W. Sullivan, City.
"Will man, like the crab, ever be
15.85
Fe
Pet. No. 19. Bernardo Aranda, VI-- '
18.70
Embudo . . .
.
.
J. G. Magee, Clovis.
An Dimas, Augustin Montoya.
able to reproduce on his own body an
incorPet. No. 20. Jesus Ma. Baca, Anasentire limb?
placed
(The following-wer17.15
14.00
.
.
Espanola . .
taeio Mora, Con. Sullivan.
rectly under the Palace hotel arrivals
"Perhaps so!"
Pet. No. 21. Ely Parker, Miguel yesterday: )
And while Dr. Roberts, in asking
1
22.05 Tres Piedras .
3.40
N. A. Hardeman, St. Louis.
.
Pino, Reva Williams.
Farmington
and answering this question in so af-- ,
Pet. No. 22. Agapito Herrera, Dona-cianW. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
firmative a manner, simply gives the
F. W. Kiengle, Denver.
Ortiz, Julian Ortiz.
x
' result of his
study of the researches
Pet No. 23. Nicolas Jimenez, Jul
W. C. Heacock, Albuquerque.
!of Dr. Alexis Carrel of the Rockefel-- I
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18,
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iaa Benavidez, Policiano Ortiz.
M. A. Gonzales, Abiqulu.
ler Institute, of Dr. John B. Murphy
Pet. No. 24. Guadalupe
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Tomas Gonzales, Ablquiu.
and others, a more definite
1913.
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Chicago
Rtanislao Sandoval, Julian Garcia.
Harry Walsh, Denver.
answer was contained in a newspaper!
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W. C. Kolpker, Forestry Service.
1 1 1 1
dispatch. A boy in Connecticut was
M
I
1
1.
Pet. No.
School
District No.
W. M. Danburg, Farmington.
in peril of losing his arm through an
Heuse.
G. Volney Howard, City.
accident while hunting. Surgeons reM. H. Lloyd, Los Angeles.
Pet. No. 2. District No. 2 School!
TO AILING WOMEN
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
moved the shattered bones, Inserted '
C. J. Amble, Manzano.
House.
in their place the bones of a rabbit f
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
R. Gorsea, Torreon.
Advice Will
A Little Sound
Pet. No. 3. Victor Garcia's house.
Help the time and works for
and the youth's arm was restored to
the upbuild'
David Muke, Denver.
Pet. No. 4. Justice of the Peace of- Many a Sufferer in Santa Fe.
its normal condition.
our
new
State.
of
Dee.
F. S. Blackman, Espanola.
ing
No woman should consider hersell
Scientific investigation has shown
J. G. Madden, Wichita.
Pet. No. 5. District No. 5 School:
and well if the kidneys are
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a
can
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crab
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that
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House.
B. Hereford, Wichita.
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a
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destroyed
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a
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replace
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secretions when the kidneys are well,
CORONADO.
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cannot grow a new leg. There
l
Pet. No. 7.
of Rafel
late retained in the body when the
A. T. Fisher, City.
record of a frog that grew a new fore-- :
lte.
Bill Davis, New York.
kidneys are disordered. If the kidneys
House.
Pet No. 8.
leg. And while the result of modern
Prestino Rodrigues, Pojoaque.
and bladder become inflamed and
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for
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Pet. No. 9. District No. 9 School
investigation
responsible
Pedro R. Sandoval, City.
swollen worse troubles may quickly
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the startling
B. Brown, City.
follow. This is often the cause of
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Real Estate office of
Pet
emanated from men like Roberts and
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etc.
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Denver.
ache,
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dizzy
cause of headaches,
'
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SURGICAL
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CRUDE
have
that
etc.,
destroyed,
GUNS, BICYCLE,
.
THREE HUNDRED YEARS au u a
languor, nervousness and rhep.
EUROPEAN.
Pet. No, 12. School House.,
at all new. The leaders in the ne .v Tirw rv CASPAR TAGLIACOZZA INSPIRED A 1GTH CENTURY "'ai spells,
matic pain.
B. B. Craft, City.
Pet No. 13. School House.
FOR
'school of surgery, if it can be called ,4v."
PAINT THIS PICTURE, HERE REPRODUCED
LOCK, KEY and
When suffering so, try Doan's Kid
E. V. Maler, La Veta, Colo.
Pet No. 14 School House.
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should have immediate care and attention. Otherwise the delicate
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source of much annoyance.
done. Dr. Roberts concludes
bones on old stumps in Egypt In In-- ! Caspar Tagliacozza of Bologna,
female constitution soon breaks down.
state-- morning when I arose, my back was
Ma an far hnplr that thara a nn ron. 'nllv ntlemnterf to graft a leg On a discussion with this pertinent
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permanent."
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processes
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For sale by all dealers.
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ward avenue department
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SAM

REMEMBER

GIANT

THOMPSON,

Capital Bar

00?

BATTED

WHO

Hero Was Late Breaking EvnnsvilU' being tlie nearest place to Dunlap, Jim White, Jim Howe,
out of the village class. In ie
Baldwin,
Kichardson,
Into the Game, But He Made Good
lNSo he joined Indianapolis and play-- Charley Getzein, Charlie Ganzell, Pete
With a Rush.
cd through the campaign that ended
and Larry Twitchell truly
Imagine an. American boy .reaching Mbe career of the club, being transfer- great company!
..the age of '2'.i before discovering he
nn.l
U
ilw.n rid with several others to Detroit. He
um
with Detroit tltree years going
one
of
,
the
;.,
greatest.Iplaved
years becoming
tc Philadelphia in iss!) and remaining
5am WAS 6 FEET
.
ever
,
batters the game
produced.
JS9S.
Such is the history of SamuM A.j until
1 inCHES'TAll. And
Thompson was one of that great
Thompson, the great hitting outileld-or, who used to pole the ball a la Dai
airouthers and Ed Delehauty. Thomp-- '
son is now selling real estate in
and as the .Michigan metropolis;
is in the throes of growing
pains,
Sam is piling up the dollars against
a day 'when improved city lots will be
a drug" on the market.
I
I
MUST BE TEN)
V3
rZT
H doesn't seem so long ago
that
Sam Thompson retired, but it was in
IsflS that he laid aside the warclub.
True, he returned for a short lime;
when ilugli Jennings was in dire need,
of hitlers and proved he could si til
fiive the ball a ride as he did in tlu
days pf Amos Kusie and. Silver King.,
but he insists he really retired the;
fracas.
year of the
Sam Thompson was born at Dan- I
"'T ME
ville, Ind., March .", ixoo and the;
greenest date in his memory is July
14, 1883, when he discovered his na- tnral ability to play the great American game. He was ;;s when he cros- sed the plate for the last time for
WHEN HE LEANED
the Philadelphia club.
When he left the game as a professional, Thompson continued to play
with semi-prteams around Detroit,
so that when Jennings issued his call
for help Thompson was in pretty fair
shape to respond, as he did, nobly.
Xot only was he a long, hard hit-ter, but big Sam was one of the most
WHEN JENNlIHGS.
consistent batters that ever faced a
ISSUE.0 HIS CALL.
pitcher. Twice he batted over .400
Fbft,
and upon seven occasions he hit bet-SAM CAME To THE FftOHT
ter than .?M. He was a physical
.q.VN
giant, standing six feet two inches
hhu weiKinng zkj poutius, ana when Detroit aggregation of 1SS7 which won
Unlike a majority of the
trained," he says.
lie leaned against the ball, it w. nt.
the N'ational
lenirim cluimninnshin Thompson does not maintain that tl e
Hut the old slugger harks back when
uatlng Ins baseball career from and then defeated Chris Von Her game was as fast in his day as it is he names the greatest player, choosJuly 14, iSS.'J, Thompson came to the Aim's St. Louis Browns. Other
now.
ing the peerless "Buck'' Ewing, and
front rapidly. In 1SS4 he was a memwere Xed Hanlon,
Amos Rusie he says, was the greatest
"Baseball is faster now; there
captain;
ber of the Evansville,
Ind., team; Dan Uronthers, Charlie Uennett, Fred more good men and they are better 'ot pitchers.
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store. He querque at 7:55 p. m. instead ot 2:21
WILLIAM FARAH
EMIL MIGNARD0T
was arrested Saturday afternoon.
a. m.
He was taken to the central police
D. & h. G. Rv.
stat ion by Detectives Clare and Sey-- I
Leaves 10:05 e. m, for north.
mour and locked tip on the charge of
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north
embezzlement.
NEW MEXI.O CENTRAL Rt
Koberts came from Chicago a few
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with
weeks ago and was employed as a No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
salesman in the shoe department at
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connectioni
Meyn's bazaar for a couple of weeks. from No. 3 east.
The .manager of the department told!
the police he was satisfied
Roberts
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
was not turning in all of his sales. A
ot the Interior, U. S.
Department
'watch was set on him Saturday and Land Office at Santa Fe,
N. M., Dec.
it is alleged he made out his sales 16, 1012.
slips for less than the puice received . Notice is hereby given that Manuel
for shoes he sold, and pocketed the j Gonzales, Sr.; of Santa Fe, X. M., who,)
balance.
ion Tun fi 19I1S mnrto Ilni.ioo)nJ
for W
SE
Entry
" j and E
SW
Section 24, Township
POSSIBLE DEADLOCK OVER
SELECTION OF SPEAKER.'10 N- - Range 12 E., X. M. P. Meridian,
(has filed notice of Intention to make'
55San Francisco Street.
Orl
III
Hnriii..
tun 8 Dnoalhtlltv Ave year proof, to establish claim to
of a dea; ock over the election of a the land above described, before' RegU. S. L. O., at
ister and Receiver,
speaker i the lower house faced the Santa
Work for the New Mexican. Tt 13
Fe, X. M., on the 22nd day of
state b Mature, when the general
for you. for Santa I'e and
working
1913.
assembl;. opened its regular session January,
the new stote.
Claimant names as witnesses:
today.' : ie of the four political
parties ij the house membership has' Gonzales, Albino Baca, all of Santa Fe,
sutlicient votes to control the elecN. M.
tion. Til
democrats, who outnum- Witnesses:
ber any o her party, are divided into
B. C. Hernandez,
hostile fat jus. The stand taken by
Urbano O. Ortiz.
Governor-elec- t
E. F. Dunne, in oppo- MANTEL R. OTERO,
ion
to
sit
of
the selection as
:

'

MM

i

speaker
Register
any legislator who joined in the election of William Lorimer to the senate
It will not pay you to waste your
four years ago, has intensified the diftime writing out your legal forms
ficulty ol the speakership problem.
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing

llrVIE TABLE ALL

INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

Company.

LOCAL TRAINS

New Mexican want ads. always
brinS returns.
rhe following are the time tabi
f the i..cal railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect
.ih No. 3
!8tboti"d and No. 10 eastbound.
PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250!
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10

City Property, Farms,

Motor Cycle without a doubt with trouble1
left at the factory.

Surety Bonds

REAL ESTATE

Pope Motor Cycle

Ranches, Orchards
Grants, Etc

Land

With Imported Magneto.

P. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 P. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No

eastbound.
Ret-'!ne arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. UJ
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co
nect Wuh No. 7 westboun t and So. 4
eastbound.
.
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
-

All Kinds.

Of
i

Telephone 194 W., Room

Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to cod
v ith No. 8 eastbound and No. if
westbound.
11: JO
Returning, arrive ftt Santa

nect

PASH
i

LAUGHLIN

BROTHERS, AGTS.,

SANTA FE

ZMI.

BUILDING,

NEW MEXICO

F,

p. m.

f
Infielder These lads are on thoroughly
dent Xavin has claimed
Passengers for the Helen
might be to a hunter who has
JOHNHAMPEL, Proprietor.
Shnnlcy, on whom the Browns have miliar terms with the lower strata at just discovered that he has forgotten and l'"Cos Valley points shouil now
asked waivers.
all times ind nothing can get past to load his gun. Larry may Hot cover leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 a
the ground he once did, but he still heretofore.
Connection leaves Albu
One might think that any ball play-- j them.
But if height is a handicap to a man covers more than most ball players.
cr who had sunk so low that the
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
who has ambition to become a star
Chicago, III., Jan. 8. It was nearly Hedges club doesn't want him would
i
FRIGHTFUL MORTALITY IN
of second base, it is
Family Trade Supplied.
1 o'clock this afternoon, when Presi- be fit for nothing but soap or sau-- on the
BUILDING NEW AQUEDUCT.
Chase.
259 San Francisco St.
dent Farrell of the Xew York Ameri- sage, but it is characteristic of St. distinct asset to a would-bSANTA FE, N. M.
New York, Jan. 8. A death list as
can league, and Frank L. Chance met 'Louis to let the good men go rather A first baseman cannot be too tall
today for the second time to discuss than see them die of loneliness on the unless Dave Allizer or Ralph Glaze long as is recorded in some of the
terms. The situation is just as it squad. Surely there is nothing in happen to be throwing to him, in country's worst mine disasters re- the
during
was last evening at the close of my Shanley's average for 1912 to indicate which case he cannot he tall enough suited from accidents
All other chocolates seem
first meeting with Mr. resell," e.v that he is other than a star and it may ti pjrotect fans in the upper rows of building of a new aqueduct from the
to
Catskiil
New York, according to'lUSt Ordin.irv alter VOU OllCe
"We have reached be that Stovall and Hedges fear he the pavilion.
plained Chance.
.
Since the
X
figures published liere.
no conclusion but I hope to see the; would "show up- - the rest of the
i,
1 he7 are
Just
first pick was struck on the aqueduct try
affair settled before the end of flie Urownies were he retained,
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
L'itu men nave Deen killed and 3,800
Shanley played with the Burling-- , ANYBODY COULD
day."
as pure and wholesome as they
most
of
the
assoaccidents
injured,
having
President Ran Johnson,
of the ton, Iowa, club of the Central
USE LAJOIE resulted
from explosions
of dyna- - are delicious.
, elation
last season and took part in
We secured the
American league, and Charles
.mite.
of the Chicago Americans, may 121 games, St. Louis buying him
is
There
a rumor afloat that the Red
The engineering work is said to be agency for the Huyler line
be asked to use their influence
to toward the close of the year. His batpersuade Chance to sign as manager ting average was a mere .!!70, so the Sox and Cleveland may make a deal second only to that, of the Panama
there is nothing finer,
of the New York Americans.
records show, and, as Colonel Hedges by which Carrigan will go to the canal, where 1,087 deaths from vio- knowing
have
lence
occurrel in the eight and because we know too that
Friends of Frank L. Chance today can use nothing but .100 hitters, that Xaps and I.ajoie become the property
years the canal has been building. At
were inclined to the opinion that he may be the reason why the Mound of Hie world's champions.
will
would fix his name to a contract to City magnate has set up his strident
unconsciously
There are many clubs which could present there are about 11,000 men people
become manager of the New York shout for waivers.
use Lajoie.
Of course, the veteran employed on me aqueduct.
of our stock
value
the
judge
American league baseball team bewas charged with may not be as good as he was several
The Tiger-to-bDISTRIBUTOR OF
fore night.
70 times at bat, scored 07 runs and
ears ago, but just the same, he CHARGE SALESMAN
we
by the individual
HAD NEAT SCHEME.
He was scheduled to meet Frank made 170 hits. Of this number, 27 would be a pleasing sight at second
We will be glad to
Detroit, Jan. S. Frank Roberts, a carry,
Farrell, owner of the New York team were doubles, 11 were triples and 15 base for the Yankees, for instance.
and renew negotiations before noon were blows for the whole circuit. He With a run needed to win and a man salesman, 27 years old, the police al- IN BOTTLES
confectoday. The reports of the salary of- was second in the league in batting on base the veteran is as welcome a 'lege, attempted to introduce Chicago have you judge this
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
fered Chance ranged from $18,000 to percentage and in home runs, some sight to a pitcher as a charging rhinomethods in a Wood- water. Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
tionery as soon as convenient.
$25,000 a year with 5 per cent of the other man who was way down in the
35 J
TELEPHONE
club's" net earnings.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
In packages from ioc. up.
average knocking out 21 of the long
clouts.
HE SIGNS UP.
Chicago, Jan. 8. Frank L. Chance' Alanush, the former New Orleans
this afternoon signed a contract to third baseman, whom Cleveland once
manage the New York merican League owned, was the only lad in the CenBaseball club for three years.
He tral association who bettered Shanwill take charge February 7. Terms ley's batting mark.
Xo one believed that there was llriar-Bush- "
The
by Ian Maclaren are ex--;
of the contract were not announced. and near-Nahad a figure of .375 for such a thing as native Scotch drama amples. Then came J. M. Barrie, who!
It was learned, however, on excel-- 105 games.
until Graham Moffat's "Bunty Pulls drifted from fiction to the stage via
"
n i I nr
tw vet 1
lent authority that Chance will re
Little Minister" and "Quality,
Shanley kicked in Willi IS sacri- The Strings" took the English speaK-;"Thceive an annual salary of
00 dur- fice hits in the course of the sea-- i ing stage by storm.
Street;" he is at his happiest in draw-- '
ing the life of the contract and will son, showing that he could lay the
Scotland has always been so dour ing Scotch types for the stage, as
receive in addition five per cent of, ball down on occasion. His speed on in its Presbyterianism that the drama "What Every Woman Knows" testi- the clubs net profits, which it was es- - Mhe sacks is attested
.
m
a record of lias been reared there like a Spartan fies. r.
j
timated would net Chance $120,000 5 stolen bases, a very by
fair mark con- child. Nevertheless, within the last; Au tIlese wJ,rk9 are tainted, how-fefor his three years' service. The
years Glasgow has been able to ever wlth what a (rue Scotchman
sidering the fact that the Central ascompensation is said to b the larg-- ' sociation plays a shorter schedule support its repertoire company on a wouW oall "SOUthron influences."
)':- In
est ever paid a baseball manager or than the
basis and a dramatic the third act the Scotchy hero or
majors and big minor subscription
player.
liave approved
Our impending comrade renaissance, almost as interesting as heroine j8 llBUally found in a London
leagues.
The contract was signed
shortly! tvasn't much given to walking, get-- that of Ireland, seems to be develop-- ! drawing room. But the new school of!
iiling
systems, good
2
o'clock this afternoon at the
after
ling only :!9 bases on balls. He fanned ing there. The actors who appeared playwrights is for Scotch atmosphere
typewriters, good paper
ottice of nan Johnson, president of 12
in
the
various companies of "Bunty"
am'careful stenographers,
indicating much ambition
its writers are getting
the American league. Chancers de- in times, his
are products of this Glasgow organiz- throughout;
"healthles."
taking
but many are unaware of
away from conventional Scotch sen-- '
cision to accept Farrell's offer was
short-- ! ation.
Curiously enough, more than timent and are coming closer to the
Shanley has been
playing
the need for good carbon
Hi'1
reached at the close of a two hour
but fifty per cent of them are children of soul of their people. Graham Moffat
stop in the Central
of the troubles
conference.
paper
Chance will remain in President Xavin does association,
ministers.
not think that Presbyterian
is the head of this group of writers,
this city for two days more to attend he will have
copies may later
poor
The oldest Scotch play or record if but he has several promising compe- any chance to make a
to personal business matters and wUl name
bring.
for himself in that' position up Macklin's "The Man of the World," titors. George Hamlen's "Barbara
lie fortified against any
then return to his orchard in CaliforThe youngster is 0 feet
a
I'here.
inch!
celebrated
of
Rose
the early
specimen
Up" is a fine bit of dramatic
nia, for a week. He expects to visit in height, and
disadvantage ocpossible
V
short-i Georgian stage in London.
It was a workmanship.
(hey are wearing
J. Colquhon, a Scotch!
New York the first week of next
the use of
from
curring
stops considerably shorter than that Scotch play, only in so far as it was physician has written a one-ac- t
play
month.
material. Take
wrong
in the American, National and other a humorous study of Scotch
char-- , called "Jean" which has been
highly
advantage of the example
correct ciecles this season,
acter.
The role of Sir Pertinax praised. It is a study of farm life in
set
by thousands of proto
caused
all
DETROIT GETS
the low lands. Anthony Ruley is an-- !
Tali men are badly handicapped in Macsycophant
England
gressive business houses
at Scotch foibles, and was a other number of the clan; his "The
Irish
the
bulk
wliuleiii
of
plaj.Lag
position
KM
SHANLV the work is on the
and look into
ground. They have famous character for some of the Weavers Shuttle" shows a distinctly
to move too far to get their hands on greatest actors of the time.
modern touch in its study of the types'
(By E. A. Batchelor, in Detroit Free .terra ftrma to be really effective and
Ten and fifteen years ago, when to be found in the carpet factories;
Press.)
few of them have made a real success the "Hoot-mon- "
novel was having its of Glasgow.
With a view to solving the Tigers' of the job. Fellows like Ownie Bush, vogue, the Scotch play appeared oc- - "Bunty Pulls The Strings," the
first base problem without the neces- who are constructed with more plan casionally as a dramatization of some which is by far the most famousplayj
of!
sity of shifting Sam Crawford from than elevation, are the ones to whom popular story. "Wee MacGregor" by! the newer Scotch plays, will come toi
the outfield to the debut sack. Presi- - shortstopping is
second
nature. ,1. .). Bell, and "Bessie the Bonny the Elks' theatre cn January 17.
and distinct The inks (black, blue,
j ;The copies made are clean,
purple, green and red) do not rub or blur. MultiKopy is clean to bundle and
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PERSONALS;
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(Owing to the great Interest manifested in the Persona'. Column, the
Mexican reauestu its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
by telephone (call "31 J") items for
'this column. By doing so the read-- '
;er8 will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Coitr
munications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).
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GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
ON ALL WINTER GOODS!
IN

REDUCTION

BIG

ALL

DEPARTMENTS

OF OUR

!

10.

Wear-- .
large stock of Men's and Women's
to select from. These goods must
ing Apparel

Still

:

a

Underwent-

Also Ladies', Misses' and Children's

-

D.

I'pton

is

here

from

Silver

Mrs. McDonald will not be at home

tomorrow.
Mrs. Hubert lJ. Krvien will not be at
home .to callers tomorrow,. (Thursday)..
the
Airs. Mntilde Coxe Stevenson,
scientist ami writer, is here from
Washington. D. ('.
Colonel K. W. Dobson. tlie well
known attorney, came up from tin?
Duke City yesterday afternoon on legal business.
Attorney Ceneral Frank W. Clancy
has gone to Allu(itern.ue to take part,
in a case in the V. S. district court

innnsBi

here.
would have
eu in their

heartened at the cold weather

j

iin.u

-

CAPITAL $50,000000

Does a General Banking

?

f
1

t

A UAMC7

A

FOR bALt

A.

Business

AT A BARGAIN

with Bath and Electric Lights; J
fruit trees and
feet,
lot has a frontage
and a half from State J
lawn. Location
Capitol Building.

O. C. WATSON & CO. f
I

$
Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

07 Kll

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the test
- ,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer .

GASPER ST.

a

Telephone

9 W

INSURE

COLD WAVE IS
SOUTHWARD
BOUND

Will

basis
price
will
door,

Green Cut Bone and Meat, 100 lbs., $3,75
100 lbs., 5.25
Granulated Blood,
Our mixture of Corn, Bran, Oats & Airalfa reduced to $1.85 per

100 lbs.

sells

Phone

AND

JOSEPH

436 Canon Road

prove

WHY NOT BUY

Useful

! Lasting

This it the season when people are buying things, either to
Just a
make others happy or to'add to their own comfort.
We
home?
for
value
the
of
not
word: Why
lasting
get presents
have all kinds of furniture to' appeal to your taste OAK,
Also some VERY
WALNUT, and WICKER.
MAHOGANY,
All
reduced
much
at
RUGS.
LARGE
prices. Look also
FINE,
at our NEW CHINA SETS and CUPS and SAUCERS, etc.
on
They are superb and will make any table look glorious. Call
us during your shopping journey.

j

j

0

THE

AKERS-WAGJ-

B

FURNITURE

CO.

WARD

HAS IT.

That the New Year we have
entered maybe for each
just
Anil
one a Hanov New

OUR WISH

pvptv
fnllnf Health and ProsDeritv. With
thanks for all favors shown us, and hoping your
New Year Resolution will be
With

Trade

Wil.

I

,

C. YONTZ,

SAN

fSiSCO

ST.

)

I

j

j

&

DOSE
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i

Largest Slaughter of Men's and Boys' Shoes Ever
Attempted in Santa Fe.

At Cost All Standard Lines
Below Cost 0dd Sizes&sty'es

SPOT CASH ONLY
B.

204

TONNIES,
v fn

West Palace Avenue.
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Where Prices are Lowest
fot Safe Quality.
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power of

g
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and
stationery, you would choose j'our own Bond Paper
not intrust its selection to a subordinate

Monday, Jan. 6th

And, if you wanted to make your business Stationery
100

THE
SPEDDEN

in

(

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

ALL THE WEEK,

j

Jkmvs

1

ElksTheatre

j
'

efficient

you would specify

PAIGE

j

STOCK CO.
In a

EVEN THOUGH IT COSTS MORE commissioner in charge of the litigat-

1

V

j.

,

I

II A

N. .M.

"Seasonable

Put your

S. KAUNE

Santa Fe,

he-lo-

buyingon this basis:
It is the thing that
pays in the end,
which pays
atall

Presents?

IT'S REAL ESTATE,;

II

MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

inter-'t'liptio-

to buy your
a
this year
not
quality,
alone. That
you to our
because there
store which

the end.

B.

Room 8, Capita! City Bank Building,

112,-:'.."--

VN

AND REST CONTENT.

HAY WARD

EE SURE

Y

HE A VY

-

WITH

INSURE NOW
WITH HAYWARD

CLOSED

reasonably.
remember, during
this year that
not always

19 W

ISO.

It May Be YOUR Property Next!

tinned, it is ebelievrd that new slides
have occurred west of the long' tun
nel, however, and it is said that the
read would not be opened this week.
is brokTelegraphic communication
en and the exact situation cannot, he
learned.

Your Best Resolution

The Great Egg Producers!

PHONE

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

fifty-cen-

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

104 DON

Ladies, Outing Night Gowns and Pajamas
for Men, Outing Flannel Sleeping Garments and Pajamas forChildren

-

Next Door to Postoffice.

of

On all our Outing Flanne! Night Gowns for

j

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

SPECIAL PRICES

LINDHARDT.

THREE DIE IN COLORADO.
Denver, Jan. S. Three deaths
in Colorado are attributed indirectly to the reel lit cold wave.
.Mrs. Jlarv lJinaley jvus found
TO-D- A
frozen in her lied at lieorseX
town today.
.Mrs. Clara A. Creed, ti.ned 72,
New York, N. Y., Jan. S. The
of Fort Collins, died today front
statement of the Copper Producers
a stroke of apoplexy brought on
association for December shows an
by suffering front the intense
N increase in stock on hand of 1IM0S,-7,":- :
cold.
pounds compared with the preGeorge Rule, a fanner south of
frozen
I'uoblo, was
Saturday N vious month.
.
liiirht after being rendered help- Production for the month was
less by having his lejjs broken in
mi an increase of S.lM.S.fiUL' : do- V a fall from a bridge.
jmestic deliveries. 5S,.i!M,723, a de-- i
crease of lo.S7S.07S; foreign delivery,
of 9,SD7,21C
an increase
Denver. Colo.. Jan. S. The cold land total deliveries 12 1,205,31 fi, a de-wave drifted southward last night crease of l,07u,S2i.
with one crest in southeastern New : I!eet Sugar and Western Maryland
I.Mexico, and another in western Colo-- i rose 2
and ;! points respectively.
rado. At Hoswell the temperature Commission houses had few orders of
was IS degrees below zero, while in consequence, owing partly to
Colorado the low mark was record-- ;
of telegraph communication,
ed at Grand Junction with IS below Bonds steady.
in
eastern
Marked rises occurred
Announcement by the Copper Pro-- '
Colorado, Wyoming and .Monta'na dttcers' association of an increase of
and western South Dakota.
stocks on hand of about 1!),00o,liun
IN IOWA.
pounds was unwelcome news to the
Sioux City, la., Jan. 8. The tem- bulls in the
copper group. Sales
ID degrees
to
perature dropped
were made freely.
Amalgamated
zero here last night, the coldest
copper fell nearly two points tinder
of the winter.
yesterday's close. The general mnr-- j
IN CALIFORNIA.
kel, however, was only slightly af-- j
8.- Jan.
San Francisco, Calif.,
fected.
anwas
the
weather again,"
Sagging prices were the rule in the
bureau 1....t
nouncement of the weather
..... inn nit; .....'I
icir.1. l..,l,
uuu
nan i,i ,1...
,i
nil. U(,.. 1....
here today for California north
shares were not affected greatly.
the Tehachapi pass.
The market closed heavy.
Small
jljjs
Rain was calling plentifully
ot stocks
were marKeted
amounts
nortlt-j
morning front San Francisco
would steadily and prices gave way slowward and, it was predicted,
ly, with the copper hearing the brunt
reach central California this after-- j of the
Some of the earlier
pressure.
noon and southern California tomor-- i
features lost, a considerable
strong
row.
part of their advances.
IN KANSAS.
Topeka, Kans., Jan 8. Tompera-- j
to 25 degrees
t tires ranging from
below zero were recorded through-lou- t ONE
MAKES
Kansas today. There was no
wind. A shortage of gas was general
despite urgent requests from officials
GO
nf ir:is eonmaiiies asking citizens! to
II
for
cease using the product
heal'ng.
Salina experienced the lowest teni-- I
perature, the mercury standing at. All stomach distress quickly
'1
below. It was 20 below at Hutch
ended with "Pape's
inson, 12 at Concordia, lu at Wichita)
S
at.
anil
Dodge City.
Diapepsin."
IN STORM.
MAROONED
San Diego, Calif., Jan. 8. The
You don't want a slow remedy when
cruiser Denver arrived today with your stomach is had or an uncertain
Dan S. Kuykendall and Gus T. Jones, one or a harmful one your stomach
immigration inspectors, and Andrew .p t()() valuable. vou mustn't injure it
with drastic drugs
Hastl, rescucu nom u imnv"
where thev had been marooned ill; rape's Diapepsin is noted for ilf
the storm which wrecked three boats speed in giving relief; it's harmless-- ;
Saturday and cot the lives ot at ness; it's certain unfailing action in
least four men. ICttore Gerolant, tlie regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs,
li.'s millions of cures in indigestion,!
engineer of the launch Elizabeth,
ofliwhich carried the immigration
dyspepsia,
gastritis and other stom-- !
cers to the island, perished in the aeh troub'eg lias made it famous the
wreck of the boat.
world over.
Jones and Kuykendall said they
Keep this perfect stomach doctor in
it
to
searcli
island
had landed on the
your home keep it handy get a
when
for smugglers of Chinese and
t
case from any drug
large
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS
returned to the landing place store and then if anyone should cat
' they
tlerolini had
the storm was on.
something which doesn't agree with
donned a life preserver and headed them: if what they eat lays like lead,
she
where
out
to
sea,
G O the Elizabeth
ferments and sours and forms gas;
. was lost. The men were on the isl-- j causes headache, dizziness and nauwithout
and two days and nights
sea; erctatiotis of acid and itndigest-- (
wit it very litt le water.
ed food remember as soon as Pape's
Where Quality Governs ths Price' food and
SNOW IN SACRAMENTO.
Diapepsin comes in contact with the
first
8.
The
Jan.
!
Sacramento, t'al.,
and Price the Quality
stomach all such distress vanishes,
of1
in
this
witnessed
part
siiowftorni
urotnuthess. certainty and ease in
last
night it's
California in years began
the worst stomach disor-- !
overcoming
lower
in
tlie
iand still is in progress
' ders is a revelation to those
who 1ry
valley.
reaches of the Sacramento
Snow fell in Sacramento today, a phe- it.
nonienon so seldom witnessed as torender it a curiosity. The snow melted as it fell.
SAVES MILLIONS.
SMUDGING
be
Los' Angeles, Calif., Jan. 8. With
on
goods
markedly higher temperatures preof
vailing, smudging was successful last
'night in saving oranges and lemons
lead
that had been only slightly nipped by
COMMENCING
the record cold of the previous two
to
citrus
experts,
According
days.
is no
fully half of the $50,000,000 crop may
QUALITY GOODS
be found to be in marketable shape.
WIRES ARE DOWN.
so
And
Chicago, 111., Jan. 8. Telegraph
wires between New York and Chi-- .
cheao
re-cago were prostrated today as the !
suit of the sleet and wind storm last
goods do
night. Conditions were reported the
economical
worst in years.
END OF WATER FAMINE,
Salt Lake City, Utah, Jan. 8. Mod- eration in the weather and an in-- ,
creased flow in the mains ended the
water famine that has prevailed here
you
for two days. An order from the

rOLEY

CO,

GOODS

DRY

SEUGMAN

MISS MARY HANSEN

-

TRUST CO.

AND-MADE

toinetnhering; what lin y
xneriene.ed had lliey l i
Colorado home.
Robert C, Dow, of Kohwo.11, Is a vis-o- r
iIOr in Santa
coming here to take
the examination before, the Slate Mur
association for admission to the New
M
i..,iii w u !i i,r,,tii..,, nf
Hon. Hiram M. Dow, prominent attor- v,......
n.i
npy of Hoswell, and is a graduate or oar
on snon nonce.
'
Washington and Lee diversity, of Special orders made
Lexington. Virginia, lie also received
his preparatory degree at the New
'Mexico Military Institute at Hoswell,
125 Palace Ave
:aud yesterday was successful in pass
ing the final examination before the.
suite, board.
K. J.
Williamson.
representing
Parlors No. 2 Lincoln Avenue
'Utility Pulls The String!!," was a
Santa Fe visitor today, leaving this
(Ol'POSlTK KI.K'S IIO.MK)
afternoon on his way west.
i

in Bession.
Noa life Id, Mrs. Bernard

nnnn nnnnnnMU

UNITED STATES BANK

ARTICLES
W
Hammered Brass Electric Reading
Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
lamps; Desk Sets In Hammered
Letter Racks;
Brass and Copper;
Paper Cutters; Rocker Blotters;
Racks;
Hammered Calendars; Tie
Whisk Broom Holders; Etched Match
ana
H nl ders :
Hammered
Copper
Erass Bowls and Trays; Belt Pins;
-H-

there

at

Crafts f"ADOLF

Arts

v.

FIVE

DRESSMAKING

Ilfeld, Mrs.
Alfred Grunsfelil, Ivan Grunsfeld and
reduced prices.
Dr. Jlendel Silber, all of AlbuquerPRICES
que, and II. C. Iil'ehl of Las Vegas,
Come and Take Advantage of These SPECIAL
arrived yesterday evening to attend
Before the Great Rush !
the funeral of A. Staab which takes
place this afternoon.
Commissioners
Hugh
Corporation
H. Williams and O. L. Owen have
gone to Trinidad, Colorado, to begin
ail inspection of the Colorado South-!(ii- i
railway In New Mexico. A! Trin:
idad they will meet Manager Welch
j". iio will take them over the road In
a private car.
assistant to
W. Jefferson Davis,
t he president of the San Diego exposition, left this afternoon for San
Diego where he is to be one of the
&
speakers at the banquet of the Soclety of Virginians Monday night. While
here Mr. Davis stopped at the sani-- :
tarium.
John Wendt, one of the most prom-- j
inent corporation lawyers of I'enn- sylvania is in Santa Fe looking after
with the
legal matters connected
New Mexico Central railroad, and is
attending the hearings commenced
Your Patronage Solicited
yesterday before Referee Lorin C.
Collins. He will remain for a week
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
or ten days.
N. B. LAUGH LIN, President.
C. C. Murray, or Pittsburg, Pa., re-- ;
J. B. LA.HY, Vice - President.
ceiver of the New Mexico Central
railroad arrived in Santa Fe yestcr-- j
day, and will remain for sometime.
He is here looking after his interests
now
as receiver in the litigation
m m mm
pending before Hon. Lorin C. Collins,
referee, and before whom hearings
Mr. Murray
were begun yesterday.
was greeted by his many friends in
Santa Fe, who are always glad to
see him visit the "City with the Open
House
Gate."
50
of 150
Mrs. J. H. Burroughs, her daughter
Marion and her son John, are guests
one block
lot' .Mrs. Burrougli's mother, Mrs, Theo-- ;
X dore Corrick, on Palace avenue. Tlvnr
home is in Steamboat Springs, Colo-- !
rado, and they will spend the winter
in this city. Mrs. Burroughs is also

nn

tester of Dr. Charles A. Wheelon,
horn bIu! has not seen fur It years.
The Burroughs are mil at all disa

VV.

City.

go at once.
Men's Suits and Overcoats, regular values $10.00
$6.00 to $18.00
to $25.00, new only
Cotton.
Men's and Boys' Union Suits in Wool and
to $3.50, now
$1.25
from
values
Regular
90c to $2.50
only
$9.00 to
values
Made
Suits,
regular
Ladies' Tailor
to
$17.50
$6.50
$25.00, now only
to
$7.50
$2.50
Ladies' Silk Waists from
Ladies' Knit Sweaters all go at cost.
--
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'
to supply a sufficient flow to relieve
the city.
SNOW BURIES ENGINEER.
Seattle, Wash., Jan. S. The Milwaukee railway got its line through
the mountains open today and is
operating regular service. A snow-slid- e
on the Northern Pacific is reported to have burled an engine, re--j
suiting in a three hour blockade. Rumors of more loss of life from slides'
on the Great N&rtbera are not con--

6

10, 20, 30

-

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter

and 50 Cts.

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the

" Du Barry "

Now On

Water-Mar-

g

Mrs. Leslie Carter's Great Play.

Seats

e

The De Luxe Business Paper

Repertoire of

New Plays

Prices,

(Fac-Simil-

Sale at Fischer's Store

difference.
i

Let us show you samples.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
Santa Fe, N. M.

,

n
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CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROMTS, $230,0
I

I

I

Entered as Second Class .Mutter at the Santa Fe Potttofflce
Published Dally
The Saata Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly

Charles

M.

Stauffer..

J. Wight '.iddings
William F. Brogan
SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, per year! by mail
Dally, six months, by mail
Weekly,

per year

$1.00

Weekly,

six months

Organized in .o70.

flme It the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changln-- ; conditions. This bank has successfully withs'
all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its poiicy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to presenGrowth

HEADQUARTERS FOR HUNTERS.
SeasonJNow Open for All Kinds of Game, and there is plenty of it.
time. Send for Ilustrated Booklet.

S1.25

THE VALLEY RANCH,

$1.50

Now is the

VALLEY RANCH, N,

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
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dent that we are changing for the
better, particularly when the change
is noted by those coming in casually,
Let us keep up the movement and
make it grow. Everybody give a
push. If we can send everyone from
next week's meeting with a kindly
feeling toward us, a bigger view of
us, a feeling that the citizens of the
caipta! city are for a bigger, better
state,- - and that they will join hands
with other cities in boosting and advertising, we have taken a long st'D
toward the fulfillment of that which
we all so desire.
It is our opportunity.
Opportunity may knock at our door
again, but vo need not wait, for opis
We
portunity
knocking now.
...
, ,
.
snouiu wont together lor the advance
m,.,t of city uud
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Justice

con- - sent out from the fantorv new.
C. J. Roberts presiding,
ARCHBOLD TRIAL
New Year's Resolutions
vened today.
Quiet tip
13
K..
L.
Case No. 1402.
Medler. to you in Kaune's new ad in another
3 MORE
William ('. .McDonald plaintiff, and Thomas N. Wilkerson, column of this issue,
We, the undersigned, Directors of; Governor
INTKE
WEARY DAYS
the New Vexicau Printing company, wants some informal ion to solve the intervenor, appellees, vs. t'arrio M.
Does your nose feel badly? Is your
A
and
condition
of
t!rj Mood causes irritation and inotlipolluted
impure
do hereby call a special meeting o' problem of salaries for county
('hilders, executrix of the estate of throat stopped up? Take Zook's Cold
flammation of the different mucous membranes of the l.ody, and we call it
the stockholders of said company, to cials. For this purpose the governor William 11. ('liildei's, appellant, on up- - Tablets at once; they afford relief and
Washington, D. C, Jan. S. Mana- Catarrh. The
early stages of the disease fire characterized by such sympbe held in its office in t ho City of today wrote the county clerks for ,fli from distric t court, iiernaiillo J speedy cure.
gers representing the house opened toms as a tight, stuffy feeling in the nose, watery eyes,
ringing noises in
Santa Ke, New Mexico, on the 13th day the following information, to be j.ent t.otmt y, submitted on brli'fs.
After the Holiday receptions, balls
arguments gainst Judge hobert the ears, irritation of the throat, and often hoarseness and difficult breathing'.
,
and
dinner
neeesjf January, 1 11 :S. at eight o'clock p him under oath.
it
A.
becomes
No.
Charles
Case
V. Archbald, of the commerce-courtparties
If the trouble is not checked it invades the stomach and other portions of
i. The receipts of the clerk's of- - appellee, vs. Alexander Uohlenberg, snry to do some houscclraii'iiR. Keep wlien the senate
iii., lor the purpose of taking action
today the body and becomes a dangerous disorder. Antiseptic washes, sprays,
'
on the proposition of changing
mind the fact that the Santa Fe as a court of impeachment to try
thence during the past year.
from district
appellant, on appeal
etc., are beneficial in removing accumulated tmtctis from the nose or throat,
date of the annual meeting of the;
.
Number of extra clerks, if any. 'mart Union roimtv. submitted on Kioetrle Laundry will .clean your rugs the judge on the charge .xt official but such treatment cm
never cure Catarrh. S. VS. S. is the one real deand carpets, blankets, portieres, cur- - miB(.onduct.
Mockholders from th second Monda;.
3,
is county clerk employed all briefs.
of, contlnu- - pendable remedy for Catarrh.
Three
days
This great medicine cures the disease beIn July ot each year to the secoml tlle lim(, llt tii,, ofijce or does he con- .a...s mu pmows,
clean mem oug
WATER APPLICATION.
argumenl8 divided equally be- - cause it purifies the blood and thus destroys its cause. S. S. S. foes into
e clean them thoroughly
.uonaay in juuuaij 01 eacn e,n, aim duct, a business which takes some or. Xo. 7211. Pedro Quintana of llosa, carefully,
tween the prosecution an V.aftfense the circulation and removes the last trace of catarrhal matter, and then the
for the transaction of any and all busi ALL, of his lime.
N. M., from Dry Lake
for imid we c,eau thm ''soaj.vcanon,
blood performs its work, of nourishing the
will bring to a close the trial' that has
ness necessary in connection
there
.
to the Best the word over engrossed tho time of the senate since
4.
membranes and tissues instead of depositing
Statement of fees received in atorage.
tquai
with.
V
the sheriff's office.
Every commercial
LAS CRUCES.
BACK FROM
subject
taught, necPmber 3,
impure matter into them to irritate and in- M. CCTTl.VO,
UliOXSOX
name. 3. S. S. cures to stay cured. If you
;.- 1913.
5.
Number of days and dates ot
re- - New terms from today Jan. C,
A. French
J.
.
9
State
Engineer
FHAXCJS C. WILSON,
have Catarrh in any form take S. S. S. and
and probate turns home today from inspection of I m., $15; 4 mo., $45; 6 mo. scholar- commissioner
county
HAKRY II. DORM AN.
cure it as thousands have done. Boc' on Catarrh and any medical advice
court meetings.
the Las Cruces-Orgaroad, work on ship, meaning competency, $00. Daily
.1. W1C.HT CIDDINdS.
t
.
.
free to all who wiile.
is sold at drug stores.
0.
Governor McDonald offers to which has begun. The county
of lessons D::jo to 4 p. m.; night school,!
('HAS. M. STAl'FFlHt.
MS SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
of the compilaDona Ana has paid $2,000 to the Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays,!
(VI
Santa Fe. New Mexico, January 1, pay for the expense
ww
tion of this report.
:30 to 9 a. m., $2 a week. Santa Fe
state for the work.
1!'13.
'
11 ADMITTED TO THE BAR.
Business College.
,
QUAIL FROZEN.
The New Mexico board of Par Kx- now is trie time ot the year when,
plied firmly "no, 1 prefer to go back
intense cold of the past two
Y ' R V.athe
Tan R
u'vn
stipHrlan
It wi'l not pay you to waste your aminers admitted eleven candidates
to
Matteawan this evening."
are
Don't
around.
to
do
let
much
havoc
the quail coughs
roaming
days may
man wag ejected from a' pas'senger
time writing out your legal form to practice law In New Mexico. The according
SON KILLED He went back but will probably re-- j
to Game Warden
Baca. ine attack you. Zook's Syrup of White traju here December 14, ill and in a
when you cau get ,thein already print- following were admitted on presen- - Several frozen (mail have been seen tine is Quick, safe and reliable,
turn again today.
half irrational mental state. The
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Resolved that to economize I will
tation of certificates: W. II. Hallett, around Santa Fe.
8.
Chinese
f
Jan.
Peking, China,
jsame day he died, after telling local
first consult Kaune.
Howard Colver, Hairy C. Maynard
DISSOLUTION.
authorities that he was a nieinber of robbers shot and killed today John, SLAPPED WOMAN;
land Toinlinson Fort, all of Koswell;
A certificate of dissolution was filed
HUBBY LOOKED ON.
infant son of the Rev. H. O. Jolli-- j
Garfield Masonic lodge No. 686, Chi-tht will not pay you to waste your Louis H. Randall of Las Cruces, and in the oflice of the state corporation TARIFF WILL
The lodge was notified, andjffe, of the Canadian Methodist mis-- ,
cago.
time writing out your legal form Ernest I). Upton of Silver City. These commission by the Plains Stock comWashington, Pa., Jan. 8. In court
!udoii instructions from Chicago Co- - sion.
when you can get them already print-- ; were admitted 011 examination: Will- - pany which has offices at Carlsbad,
before
CONTINUE ON
reJudge J. A. Mcllvaine, Mrs.
were
of
A
missionaries
party
jman was given a Masonic burial here,
ed ai the New Mexican
Elizabeth Beatty, prominent in WashPrinting jam is. Hobinson, of Artesia; Robert Kdd.v county.
to the town of
boat
a
was
received
from
letter
by
turning
Today,
POTTERY
Itos- - j
C, Dow and Herman Mohr of
Company.
when they were attacked by ington society, pleaded guilty to slapjw. E. Coman, of Butte, Mont., in
v.
Iwell; W. Jefferson Davis, of Santa;
between Chengtu
robbers
and ping the face of Mrs. Edna Fisher,
the
of
he
member
a
he
is
which
says
also well known.
Washington. D. C. Jan.
..Subscribe for the Santa F. NewiFe; and W. K. Franklin of Albunuer- of
Garfield Masonic lodge No. 686, Clii- - Cliungkin in the province
Mrs. Beatty met her husband and
leader Underwood indicated toj
Mexican, the paper that boosts all; Hue.
was
One
of
the
robbers
cap'cago, but that he isn't dead. He says
Mrs. Fisher together in the street a
day that the house ways and means that lie has known two other menUured but the rest took to flight.
IN SUPREME COURT.
the time and works for the upbuild
S X
committee would stand for retaining
few weeks ago.
She alleges
that
Chief
The state supreme
court,
ing of our new State.
THE WEATHER.
the tariff of 55 and 00 per cent on with the same name and initials, bute HAKKY K. THAW NU LONGER
when she remonstrated Mrs. Fisher
not
he
is
S.
aware
N.
that
either
that
Santa
.Ian.
For
M.,
S
Fe,
.
pottery. He announced that testimony
replied rather rudely, whereupon she
New Mexico: Tonight and Thurs- Ma8n'C,!
had satisfied the committee of high- V"8
lB,a
slapped that woman in the face.
now
are
authorities
day fair, with rising temperalodge.
ly competitive conditions of the in.
"Did you slap her hard?" inquired
S.
j
N.
W.
E.
lure.
New
Coman
K.
what
- n
Jan.
Y.,
they
wondering
York,
1
Harry
dustry in Europe
the judge.
'buried here.
Thaw is credited with an emphatic
William Burgess, of Trenton, X. .1.,
"No, but I should have done so,"
No ., when asked last night if he pre- L, , x ,
, .
discussing the pottery Industry before URG"
replied Mrs. Beatty.
IN TELEPHONING
FFnUpNp
the average profit
f his" quarters
f"y Judge Mcllvaine then told the deThe New Mexican, if your business the conimittee.-saiPURE FOOD LAW. rather m
fendant that he believed
she had
is about advertising, subscriptions or was less than six per cent. He insist-.
l"v
"aueawan
"Tama
insanse
ed that there wns nn cnml.inntinn tnl Waslllllgton, Jan.
Jim":'"
nospuai. done right, and he was sorry that,
You
Call
.
, .,
job work, please call up "31 W." If j. i..
12,
n
TI
W
TV
Mil
WHS
TPS1
r
Tnr
unn
IIHI'P
1)0
W
act
hie
t
hi
hoc
arTcwl
if
ti,ur
1
"ki-iiHiuHirv ano r nar nnuerv ninKers "llou"
the law, he would have to
you wish to speak to the editor or give line
needed protection.
He testified that funds to conduct the work of the de-- at the suit brougnt on His mother by punish, her, but as she had pleaded
any news, please phone "31 J."
labor in American pottery plants cost parimeni Deiore me, nouse agncuuu-- j """"
auoiuey 111 gulty tQ the charge of assault madp
Thaw's trial for $S0,00() counsel fees.bv
2 IG more than in Austria.
ral committee.
Mrg Fiallpl. thprp ,vas nn .,,,.
GOLDEN STATE LIMITED When
Washington, D. C, Jan. S. Tlie sec- Secretary Wilson, who will retire As the suit was not reached in court L01,rse 0Den t0 him He then ordered
you take that trip "back east" try the 0Ild jap of tne tariff revision
Thaw's
was
visit
a
useless j,.s FjBiier t0 pay a fine of $1 and
hearings March 4, asked for increased appro-- yesterday
New Mexico Central in connection before the house
ways and means priations to continue the enforcement one, but before returning to Mattea- - serve oue llay in iflil
me
nun
nuch. iBiauu uoiuen oiaie committee was reached today when of the pure food law.
wan he was treated to a dinner in
onej
' Limited.
Superb equipment, club ob- - the committee took up schedule B
"A good many people have express-- j of the prominent cafes of
street.
REDMOND'S DAUGHTER WEDS,
servation car. Excellent dining car earths, earthenware and glassware,
it
was
in
ed dissatisfaction," said the secre-- ;
wine
Although
dinners
Xo trouble to secure Fullservice.
and
revelry along the great w hite
London, Jan. .The marriage took
jtary, "with our efforts to enforce the
0 f Quality Groceries
But we have done as way that Thaw spent so much of his place today of Max Green,
j pure food law.
chairman
ABANDON
HOPE
..If it's winter clothing Seligmun
much as we could with the means at youth before the slaying of Stanford 0f the Irish
prison's board and Miss
Druthers Company has it.
he
met
the
and
last
few
White,
SAUI
who
command,
during
jour
recognized Johanna nedmnnd vnnniret
WE WISH YOU
A full line of Eastman Kodaks and
MM vear we have made that branch of him. He was much subdued and sob-- ! of John E. Redmond, leader of the
A
I
efj, Kodak supplies. Zook's Pharmacy.
the department 25 per cent more
ered, and when one of the men who Irish nationalist party.
'
. A Chocken
Supper, Friday, January
had him in custody asked him if he!
ficient."
me
u.
to
be given
ai
PROSPEROUS
HAPPY
Wilson
also asserted would care to stay in New York at a: A live
l.iurary nail,
Bingham, Utah, Jan. 8. With no
Secretary
paper makes a live town,
or
by uie j.auies aiu
ht. Jonn s M hope of finding them alive, United that the beef supply of the country fashionable hotel, over
night, he re-- : We are makin" a live pan r. Read It.
cnurcii.
at States Mining company officials ex-- ! must in the future come from the
supper commences
!ce ou cen,s"
south instead of from the west,
pected to reach the bodies of Ever-.
Brothers f,nmnanu mulfu (..., , nfiiiirHS.
5e ,.lOman
..f
nnuu
h
a
ntwi
ir
IT
RIGHT!
START
SMITH AND GORE
SENATORS
you a good offer see their ad. in an- - nreek miner l.v im,,n
t,.iiiniini
CONFER WITH MR. WILSON.
other column of this issue.
men with another Greek, whose body
.
T" U
..
..
8.
X.
Senator
Jan.
Trenton,
J.,
.
nouuays are over ana every-- uaa
,.o,.a,i
be-iwere caught
for 1913
Your
Hoke Smith, of Georgia, and Senator
Grocery
one has settled down to work again. neath a cave-iWESTERN SEEDS FOR WESTERN PLANTERS
an
abandoned
Thomas P. Gore, of Oklahoma, con- The
Santa
Fe
Electric
is
i
Laundry
of
Home
President-elect
with
Wilson
ferred
The five Austrians who were
ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED!
at the state house today on a
linens and embroideries and let us
in a similar accident at
jured
of subjects affectine the new ad
iptv
show
If
the
beautiful
exnot
you
work
our
at
And Stick To All Your Good Resolutions!!
your Dealers We Will Supply Direct
Utah Consolidated Mining company's ministration. The chief
subject bepert ironers can turn out.
mints
will
recover.
fore them was the situation in the senOUR 1913 CATALOGUE FREE.
The county commissioners
today
Squires recently came here from ate with regard to the reorganization
arranged to turn over funds for all Columbus,
of
We
Ohio.
of committees and the status of the
Specialty- road purposes in the county to the
in
contests
New
for
Maine,
Hampshire,
county load commissioners appointed
Illinois and South Dakota, where the
' TRAIN DERAILED:
recently by the governor.
kind
1912,
election of democrats to the United
oaniidry wagons cesspools and
Box 1804, Department Q, . . . . Denver, Colorado.
.
. .
we
MEN ESCAPE States senate is considered a possi-- j
vaults cleaned in a most sanitary man-- i
bility.
ner.
Work guaranteed.
Phone tho
City Marshal's office.
;
8.
The rear
Chicago, 111., Jan.
1913
A
If you want to economize consult coach
of a Chicago and Oak Park
ad of H- s- Kmine & Co.
elevated train became derailed and
Special After Holiday sale of win-- i fell from the elevated structure to
ter clothing and dry goods. See Sel- - the street at
Fjfth avenue and Van
Phone
igman Brothers company ad in an-- Buren street curve of, the Union loop
Phone 4.
other column.
tliis morning. Two men passengers
Elegantly Furnished Rooms Tor rent who were in the car when it left the
The finest rooms in the city, having rails and
bumped over the ties for 20
Metric litfht, steam heat and baths. feet before plunging from the struc-- ;
European Hotel, centrally lo turei escaped
by jumping into
cated. State Progressive Headquart. a forward car.injury
None oi the other
I
;ers in the hotel.
carg was (le,.aiie(1- The train 1ad just
Did you know that the new network
discharged its load of several bunironer which has just been installed dred passengers.
-Traffic was delay- in the Santa Fe Electric
Laundry eU fol. two noursis the same that is used in the fac- torles for Ironing the new table linen '.';
lit is, so you need not be afraid to! CONGEST" BRIDGE PLANNED
HEADQUARTERS FOR
;send us your finest damask cloths
ackengaTcJ
-"n "ndcr them much d'BcuBwd project of a
so they will look exactly as when
acroBS the Hud80 was received at6a
mass meeting last night under the
auspices of several organizations interested in the scheme when it was
announced that borings were started
m me river ueu and along shore yes- terday to test the foundation possibilities. Plans were submitted, for a
AND
Vi INTER STOCK MUST BE SOLD t pan SURPp'ded from 57th street, Xew
York, to the Jersey shore a span of
2,900 feet, which would be the lotig-th- i
Prices Made iki Order to Induce
est in the world.
ft is.,
Hni.rh.cr
The sum of $50,000,00
was the
mean of several estimates of the cost.
Pieces
Numerous engineers who have fa- Are II HAVE Y01R WATCH CLEANED
vored tunnels and in the light of suc-- I
OCCASIONALLY.
cess with these,
have described
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
bridges as "archaeic," apposed the
bridge building, declaring that two
tunnels could be built in three years
;at a cost of $11,000,000, as compared
with 15 years as estimated for the
bridge.
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Reliable!

iiDont: Break IlOxit Back
f'
,j

1

'rti,

With an Old Style

j

or
Grind Stone, that
wobbles and creaks everv time the sinne rovnlvp.
Drop Into our store the next time you're In town and let us
show you how easy it is to sharpen nn axe, scythe or
heavy tool with the improved R-Tubular Steel
hand-cran-

e

caS5JiSS.

January

Frame Grind Stone.

"Easy" because the

2.

Members of the party said today,
that as soon as Mr. Wedemeyer was
missed the steamer "Panama" was
stopped and a boat was lowered. Although It was midnight a rough sea
interfered with the search and after
an hour's fruitless effort, the boat
returned and proceeded.

is equipped with a quick
Bcrcu stone that can be moved to
cutting,
suit convenience of operator, a wide comfortable seat
that can be raised or lowered ns desired, easy operat
ing,
journals, and
crank, and
treadles that cause the stone to turn rapidly and
evenly.
V
Come In we'll not urge you to buy. All we ask, is an opportunity to show
is than the machine you are now usinz. or thinklnir
you how much better the R-of buying.

rt

CONGRESSMEN TELL OF
SEARCH FOR WEDEMEYER.
New York, Jan. 8. The congress-- !
ional committee which left New York
December 2, to inspect the Tanama
canal, returned today saddened by the
death of Congressman W. V. Wede-meyof Ann Arbor, Mich., who, suffering from nervous prostration,
jumped overboard, and was lost on

R--

light-runnin-

MORE TOBACCO, LESS LIQUOR.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 8. Reports from
the office of Collector of Internal Rev-

enue Irving Howbert, in Denver, to
day show that more tobacco was consumed in Colorado and Wyoming In
the last six months of 1912, and less
Ia this period
intoxicating liquors.

The Santa Fe Hardware and Supply Co. the
f
,

to

collections
61,277.70.

on whisky

amounted

books either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
and waited for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That was
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases.0 Now, books and their
' shelves come
together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
the modern way of building a library. ThisJs.thQlobetWernicke. idea.

ONCE

ST,

New Mexican Printing Co. Agents.
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